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The results
are in

POST-ATC REPORTING SERVICE



ATC. Is it working 
for you?
Fairbanks offers a Post-ATC Reporting Service, which 
demonstrates the impact of Automatic Temperature 
Compensation on your fuel business.

The installation of ATC pumps can reduce fuel loss and increase profitability, but are 
you aware of exactly how much your business is benefitting? Using historical data, 
Fairbanks can provide a post-ATC report, which highlights the fuel loss prevented*
- in both litres of fuel and as a monetary value - over a 12 month period.

Fairbanks carried out a post-ATC report, based on 12 months of historical data, 
from a site that we monitor. The expected fuel loss prevention, given the in-tank 
fuel temperatures experienced during the period, was estimated at 9,285 litres. 
However, the actual amount recorded was 11,747 litres, which equated to the value 
of £11,110**.

12 months worth of historical data

11,747 litres

9,285 litres, based on in-tank fuel temperatures

£11,110

To receive your post-ATC report, you must be a current subscriber to the Fairbanks 
analyst service. Why not give us a call on 01695 52175 and speak to a specialist 
today?

The benefits of post-ATC reporting

Case study

Why choose SIR?

How do I schedule a post-ATC report?

View financial savings

Review impact of ATC, by grade

See fuel loss prevention (litres)

Check dispenser performance
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Analysis period

Total loss prevented

Expected loss prevention

Total financial savings

*Subject to data quality
**Based on average buying price figures


